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Abstract
Finite size corrections to the pressure (free energy) of the Ising
model on a 2 dimensional cylinder are calculated and shown to be
consistent with the predictions of conformal field theory. The exact
solution of the model is expressed in terms of the determinant of a
block-diagonal matrix.
Among the many implications of the widely accepted hypothesis that
the critical behavior of two-dimensional models in statistical mechanics is
described by conformal field theory is the presence of a universal finite-size
correction term in the pressure (logarithm of the partition function) at any
critical point [Aff86, BCN86]. For an M × N system with N >> M >> 1,
the pressure is expected to have the form
logZ ≈ pMN + kcN
M
, (1)
where c is the central charge of the appropriate CFT and k is a universal
factor depending only on the boundary conditions in the M direction, taking
the value pi/6 for periodic boundary conditions (an infinite cylinder) and pi/24
for open boundary conditions (an infinite strip). In the Ising model, where it
is expected that c = 1
2
based on the scaling forms of the correlation functions
[BPZ84], it was noted already in [BCN86] that in the case of fully periodic
boundary conditions Equation (1) can be obtained explicitly from the exact
solution of the model, using a calculation due to Ferdinand and Fisher [FF69].
Subsequently, Lu and Wu [LW01] made a similar calculation on a Mo¨bius
strip and a Klein bottle, and Izmailian et. al. [IOH02] did likewise for the more
exotic Brascamp-Kunz boundary conditions. Nonetheless, no results of this
sort appear so far in the literature for the Ising model on an infinite cylinder,
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in spite of the fact that the exact solution in the case of cylindrical boundary
was already studied in McCoy and Wu’s classic monograph [MW73]. This
solution expresses the partition function as the Pfaffian (that is, the square
root of the determinant) of a matrix which we will call the action, by analogy
with the path integral representation of a free Fermionic field (the analogy
extends to the form of many correlation functions [GGM12]). Depending
on the way in which the system size is taken to infinity, these boundary
conditions give either an infinite strip or an infinite cylinder.
Recently, Giuliani and Mastropietro [GM13] used constructive renormal-
ization group techniques to show that the expansion in Equation (1) is also
valid for a large variety of non-solvable variants of the Ising model, however
their proof holds only for fully periodic boundary conditions. Among the
reasons for this limitation is the fact that their technique, which maps addi-
tional terms in the Ising Hamiltonian into terms analogous to interactions in a
Fermionic field, requires an explicit diagonalization (or block-diagonalization
in blocks of small, fixed size, which is much the same thing) of the action in
the solution of the Ising model. In the periodic case, this is a block-Toeplitz
matrix and therefore can be block-diagonalized by a Fourier transform, but
there is no satisfactory technique in general.
In Section 1, I will review the exact solution of the Ising model in cylin-
drical boundary conditions. This section concludes by expressing the action
terms of a certain tridiagonal matrix. Section 2 shows how this matrix can
be transformed into a suitable block-diagonal form, which is given explicitly
up to the determination of the roots of a certain polynomial given in Equa-
tion (23). Although the roots of this polynomial do not themselves have an
explicit formula, their properties (which have already been noted in another
context [ASH13]) are spelled out in great detail in Lemma 1. Some explicit
calculations can be made using this form: in Section 3, I use it to rederive
the exact formula for the partition function. Finally, in Section 4, I pro-
vide an expansion of the logarithm of the partition function which verifies
Equation (1) for both the infinite strip and infinite cylinder geometries.
As in the exact calculations for other boundary conditions [FF69, LW01,
IOH02], Equation (1) appears as a limiting case of the expansion
logZ = pMN + κ(M/N) +O(1/N) (2)
where M and N are comparable in size, and κ is given explicitly in terms
of Jacobi theta functions in Equation (64). Unsurprisingly, the function
κ obtained here for cylindrical boundary conditions is different from those
obtained for other boundary conditions.
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1 The exact solution of the Ising model on a
cylinder
In this section I will review the exact solution of the Ising model in cylindrical
boundary conditions due to McCoy and Wu [MW73, p. 113-20]. If we restrict
to the case of isotropic interactions, the system is defined by the Hamiltonian
H(σ) = −J
∑
(x,y)∼(x′,y′)
σxyσx′y′ (3)
where the sum runs over pairs of sites (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ ZM × ZN which are
nearest neighbors, including periodic boundary conditions in the y direction.
We denote t = tanhβJ ; with this notation the critical point of the system
is t = tc :=
√
2 − 1. Note that McCoy and Wu also allowed an additional
term in the Hamiltonian coupling to the sites on one of the boundaries, but
we take this term to be zero.
For N even the partition function of this system can be expressed as
Z =
1
2
(2 cosh βJ)MN (cosh βJ)N(M−1)
√
|S| (4)
where S, which we call the action, is an antisymmetric 4MN ×4MN matrix
S made up of 4× 4 blocks
Sx,y;x,y =


0 1 −1 −1
−1 0 1 −1
1 −1 0 1
1 1 −1 0

 , 1 ≤ x ≤M, 1 ≤ y ≤ N (5)
Sx,y;x,y+1 = −STx,y+1;x,y =


0 t 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , 1 ≤ x ≤M, 1 ≤ y < N (6)
Sx,y;x+1,y = −STx+1,y;x,y =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 t
0 0 0 0

 , 1 ≤ x < M, 1 ≤ y ≤ N (7)
Sx,N ;x,1 = −STx,1;x,N =


0 −t 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , 1 ≤ x ≤M (8)
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and all other entries zero. It is easy to confirm that the generalization to N
odd involves only changing the sign of the terms defined in Equation (8), but
I will consider only the even case in order to avoid complicating my notation.
Carrying out a Fourier transform in the y direction block-diagonalizes S
in N 4M × 4M blocks, and a further transformation decomposes each of
these into two blocks, giving
|S| =
∏
k
|1 + teik|2M |AM(k)| (9)
where the sum over k runs over
k =
pi(2n− 1)
N
(10)
for n = 1, . . . , N , and AM(k) is the 2M × 2M matrix [MW73, p. 120]
AM(k) :=


a(k) b(k)
−b(k) −a(k) t
−t a(k) b(k)
−b(k) −a(k) t
−t a(k) . . .
. . .
. . .


, (11)
where
a(k) := − 2ti sin k|1 + teik|2 , (12)
b(k) :=
1− t2
|1 + teik|2 . (13)
2 Diagonalization of the matrix AM
In [MW73], formulae are given for the determinant and inverse of AM , but
the matrix is not diagonalized. As shown in this section, it can be block-
diagonalized by a transformation which can be thought of as a Fourier sine
transformation with modified frequencies.
In this section I will write AM(k) = AM , a = a(k), b = b(k) for brevity,
since dependence on k plays no role.
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It is helpful to begin by diagonalizing the real symmetric matrix
A2M =


a2 − b2 0 bt
0 a2 − b2 − t2 0 . . .
bt 0 a2 − b2 − t2 . . . bt
. . .
. . .
. . . 0 bt
bt 0 a2 − b2 − t2 0
bt 0 a2 − b2


(14)
with all diagonal entries other than the first and the last equal. Note that all
matrix entries between even rows and odd columns (and vice versa) vanish,
so this matrix becomes block diagonal after a suitable rearrangement, with
the blocks given by
BM :=


a2 − b2 bt
bt a2 − b2 − t2 bt
bt a2 − b2 − t2 . . .
. . .
. . .

 (15)
and the matrix B˜M given by reversing the order of the rows and columns
of BM . BM is very similar to a discrete Laplacian with peculiar boundary
conditions, which suggests the ansatz
vz =


αzz + βzz
−1
αzz
2 + βzz
−2
...

 , (16)
which is an eigenvector of BM iff the system of equations
(a2 − b2)(αzz + βzz−1) + bt(αzz2 + βzz−2) = λz(αzz + βzz−1) (17)
bt(αzz
k−1+βzz
−k+1) + (a2 − b2 − t2)(αzzk + βzz−k)
+bt(αzz
k+1 + βzz
−k−1)
= λz(αzz
k + βzz
−k), 1 < k < M
(18)
bt(αzz
M−1 + βzz
−M+1) + (a2 − b2 − t2)(αzzM + βzz−M )
= λz(αzz
M + βzz
−M )
(19)
are all satisfied. Equation (18) is solved by choosing
λz = bt(z + z
−1) + (a2 − b2 − t2),
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which reduces the other two conditions to
bt(αz + βz)− t2(αzz + βzz−1) = 0 (20)
bt(αzz
M+1 + βzz
−M−1) = 0 (21)
The last condition implies
βz = −αzz2M+2 (22)
which can be used to rewrite Equation (20) as
z2M+2 − t
b
z2M+1 +
t
b
z − 1 = 0. (23)
The roots of this polynomial cannot generally be expressed explicitly, but
they can be described in great detail. I will postpone this discussion to
Lemma 1 at the end of this section so as not to interrupt the flow of this
calculation, and note a few properties which are immediately relevant. Apart
from ±1, where v±1 = 0, the roots of Equation (23) come in pairs {z, z−1}
with either |z| = 1 or z real. Each such pair corresponds to a different
eigenvalue, and therefore to a linearly independent eigenvector vz of BM .
When all the roots are nondegenerate, which is the case apart from a single
value of M (depending on t/b), this gives a complete set of M eigenvectors.
The degenerate case can be avoided by skipping certain values of M and N
in the thermodynamic limit, or by appealing to piecewise continuity of the
quantities being calculated.
The resulting eigenvectors of A2M are
uz = cz


z−M − zM
0
z1−M − zM−1
0
...
z−1 − z
0


, wz = cz


0
z−1 − z
0
z−2 − z2
...
0
z−M − zM


(24)
where z runs over a set RM of M distinct roots of Equation (23) such that
each eigenvalue appears once, and |cz| = αzzM+1 is a normalization factor.
To make uz and wz real, it suffices to take cz real for z real and pure imaginary
for z on the unit circle.
We now return to AM . Noting that
bzM+1 − tzM = bz−M−1 − tz−M
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(from Eq. (23)),
AMuz = auz + cz


0
−b(z−M − zM) + t(z1−M − zM−1)
0
−b(z1−M − zM−1) + t(z2−M − zM−2)
...
0
−b(z−1 − z) + t(1− 1)


= auz + (bz
n+1 − tzn)wz,
(25)
and
AMwz = −awz + cz


−t(1− 1) + b(z−1 − z)
0
−t(z−1 − z) + b(z−2 − z2)
0
...
−t(z1−M − zM−1) + b(z−M − zM )
0


= −awz + cz


−t(z2M − 1) + b(z2M+1 − z)
0
−t(z2M−1 − z) + b(z2M − z2)
0
...
−t(zM+1 − zM−1) + b(zM+2 − zM )
0


= −awz + (tzM − bzM+1)uz
(26)
or in other words, the change of variables given by uz and wz puts AM in
block-diagonal form, with 2× 2 blocks[
a z−M−1(b− tz)
zM+1(tz−1 − b) −a
]
. (27)
Having arrived at this point, it is time to return to the question of the
roots of Equation (23). This polynomial appears as a factor of the one-
particle Bethe equation for the Heisenberg XXZ chain in open boundary
conditions, and its properties are not hard to establish [ASH13]. As the
following Lemma shows, all or all but two of the roots are approximately
evenly spaced around the unit circle.
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Lemma 1. The polynomial
PMβ(z) = z
2M+2 − βz2M+1 + βz − 1 = 0, (28)
where β > 0, has 2M − 2 simple roots of the form e±iqj , with
pij
M
< qj <
pi(j + 1)
M + 1
for j = 1, . . . ,M − 1. The other roots are either
1. ±1 and two complex roots of the form e±iq0 with 0 < q0 < pi/(M + 1),
if β < M+1
M
,
2. ±1 if β = M+1
M
,
3. or ±1 and two positive real numbers x and 1/x, if β > M+1
M
.
All roots are simple, except in case 2, when 1 is the only degenerate root.
Proof. Let pM(z) = z
2M+2 − 1 and rM(z) = z2M+1 − z, so that
PMβ(z) = pM(z)− βrM(z). (29)
If we define
P˜Mβ(z) = i(z + i)
2M+2PMβ
(
z − i
z + i
)
(30)
and similarly p˜M , r˜M , then these are all polynomials, and P˜Mβ(z) = p˜M(z)+
r˜M(z). More precisely,
p˜M(z) = i(z − i)2M+2 − i(z + i)2M+2 = (4M + 4)z2M+1 +O(z2M) (31)
r˜M(z) = i(z − i)2M+1(z + i)− i(z − i)(z + i)2M+1 = 4Mz2M+1 +O(z2M)
(32)
which are both odd polynomials with real coefficients, as is PMβ. p˜M and
r˜M are both degree 2M + 1, and so P˜Mβ is at most of the same degree. It is
clear that the roots of P˜Mβ (resp. p˜n, r˜n) are the preimages under the Mo¨bius
transformation z 7→ z−i
z+i
of the roots of P˜Mβ (resp r˜M , p˜M).
The roots of pM are the e
jpi/(M+1) (j = −M, . . . ,M + 1), and the roots
of rM are 0 and e
jpi/M (j = −M + 1, . . . ,M). Noting that the Mo¨bius
transformation continuously maps the real line onto (the unit circle) \ 1, we
see that p˜M has 2M + 1 real roots, which we denote by −piM < · · · < −pi1 <
0 < pi1 < . . . piM , while r˜M has 2M − 1 real roots −ρM−1 < · · · < −ρ1 < 0 <
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ρ1 < · · · < ρM−1. Furthermore, pij < ρj < pij + 1 for all j < M . ±i are also
roots of r˜M , so all of these roots must be nondegenerate.
Noting that p˜M(x) and r˜M(x) are both positive for large positive x, we
see that P˜Mβ(x) is negative on [ρM−1, piM ] (where p˜M(x) ≤ 0 and r˜M(x) >
0), positive on [ρM−2, piM − 1], and so on. For these signs to be obtained,
P˜Mβ must have an odd number of roots in each of the intervals (ρj−1, pij),
j = 1, . . . ,M −1. Bearing in mind that P˜Mβ is an antisymmetric polynomial
of degree no more that 2M + 1, a counting argument shows that it cannot
have more than one root in any of those intervals. Bearing in mind that
the Mo¨bius transformation is continuous, we see that each root lies on an
arc between the appropriate roots of pM and rM ; these and their complex
conjugates are the M − 1 pairs of roots of PMβ of the form e±iqj .
It is evident that ±1 are always roots of PMβ, which can leave only two
roots unaccounted for. Examining the three cases enumerated above:
1. If β < M+1
M
, then, for sufficiently large positive x, p˜M(x) > r˜M(x) and
P˜Mβ(x) > 0. Then P˜Mβ must have a real root in the interval piM ,∞,
whose preimage is of the desired form.
2. If β = M+1
M
, it is easily verified that P ′Mβ(1) = P
′′
Mβ(1) = 0, so 1 is a
degenerate root of PMβ with multiplicity 3.
3. If β > M+1
M
, it is easily verified that ±1 are simple roots of PMβ.
P˜Mβ(x) < 0 for sufficiently large positive x, so the only real roots of
P˜Mβ are those already enumerated, and it must then have a single pair
of imaginary roots. Since P˜Mβ is odd, these must be pure imaginary,
and the corresponding roots of PMβ are a pair of real numbers x and
1/x.
Without loss of generality we may take |x| > 1. x cannot be negative,
since, for x < −1, x2M+2 − 1 > 0 and x2M − 1 > 0 so
PMβ(x) = (x
2M+2 − 1)− βx(x2M − 1) > 0.
Similarly, for x ≥ β, x− β ≥ 0 and βx− 1 > 0, so
PMβ(x) = (x− β)x2M+1 + (βx− 1) > 0,
leaving only 1 < x < β.
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3 Calculation of the partition function
Using the results of Section 2, we can rewrite the expression (9) for the
determinant appearing in the partition function in Equation (4) as
|S| =
∏
k
|1 + teik|2M |AM(k)|
=
∏
k
|1 + teik|2M
∏
z∈R(M,k,t)
∣∣∣∣ a(k) z−M−1(b(k)− tz)zM+1(tz−1 − b(k) −a(k)
∣∣∣∣ . (33)
where R(M, k, t) is a subset of the roots of Equation (23) in Section 2, con-
sisting of one of each pair z, 1/z apart from ±1. As shown in Lemma 1, z
is not in all cases on the unit circle. A real z ( 6= ±1) will be present for M
sufficiently large exactly when t/b(k) > 1, i.e.
t|1 + teik|2
1− t2 > 1. (34)
The left hand side of this expression is at its largest for k = 0, where the
inequality simplifies to
t2 + 2t− 1 > 0 (35)
or rather (since t > 0)
t >
√
2− 1 = tc (36)
so such roots appear for t > tc (that is, in the ferromagnetic phase) for
sufficiently small k.
The fact that z are not known explicitly would seem to limit the usefulness
of this representation. The situation is not as bad as it might seem, as we
shall now see by calculating the partition function. As before, we will omit
the dependence of various quantities on k when it is unimportant.
To evaluate the determinant of AM , I write
log detAM =
∑
z∈R(M,k,t)
log
∣∣∣∣ a z−M−1(b− tz)zM+1(tz−1 − b) −a
∣∣∣∣
=
∑
z∈R(M,k,t)
log
(−a2 + b2 + t2 − bt[z + z−1]) =: ∑
z∈R(M,k,t)
log f(z).
(37)
We can relate the sum in this equation to a contour integral as follows.
Let PM = z
2M+2 − t
b
z2M+1 + t
b
z − 1 be the polynomial in Equation (23).
Then for the parameter values where PM has no repeated roots, the function
z 7→ P ′M(z)/PM(z) is meromorphic, its poles are the zeros of PM , and they are
10
0 z− z+
(to ∞)
Figure 1: Contour of integration and points of non-analyticity of the inte-
grand in Equation (38). Zeros of PM are indicated by , branch points of
F (z) by and branch cuts by dashed lines.
all simple poles with residue one, so that for any suitably analytic function
F (z) satisfying F (z) = F (1/z) we have
1
2pii
∮
C
P ′M(z)F (z)
PM(z)
dz = F (1) + F (−1) + 2
∑
z∈R(M,k,t)
F (z) (38)
for any contour C surrounding all the zeros of PM .
In the case at hand we would like apply this expression to F (z) = log f(z);
this indeed satisfies F (z) = F (1/z). This function has branch points at 0
and ∞ (where f(0) = f(∞) =∞) and at the zeros of f , which are
z± :=
b2 + t2 − a2 ±√(b2 + t2 − a2)2 − 4b2t2
2bt
. (39)
From this expression it is clear that z+ > 1 and z+ > t/b. If we choose to
define F (z) using the principal branch of the logarithm, the branch cuts of
F and the roots of PM are arranged as shown in Figure 1. C will be the
(disconnected) contour also shown there. The first component of C consists
of two parts: a circle of of radius R > z+ interrupted at the branch cut of
F (z), which I denote by CR, and a trajectory BR which moves leftwards from
R − i0 around z+ to R + i0. Since the branch cut is that of the logarithm,
F (z) changes by 2pii across the branch cut, and thus∫
BR
P ′M(z)F (z)
PM(z)
dz = −2pii
∫ R
z+
P ′M(z)
PM(z)
dz = −2pii
(
log
PM(R)
PM(z+)
)
. (40)
To evaluate the integral along CR, we note that
P ′M(z)
PM(z)
=
2M + 2
z
+O
(
1
z2
)
(41)
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and that
F (z) = Log z + log bt +O
(
1
z
)
, (42)
and therefore∫
CR
P ′M(z)F (z)
PM(z)
dz = (2M + 2)
∫
CR
[
Log z
z
+
log bt
z
+O
(
1
z2
)]
= (2M + 2)
∫
CR
[
logR
z
+ i
arg z
z
+
log bt
z
+O
(
1
z2
)]
.
(43)
Noting that ∫
CR
arg z
z
dz =
1
R
∫ 2pi
0
θeiθdθ =
2pii
R
(44)
and
logPM(R) = (2M + 2) logR +O
(
1
R
)
, (45)
we can combine the preceding equations to obtain
1
2pii
∮
BR+CR
P ′M(z)F (z)
PM(z)
dz = (2M + 2) log bt + logPM(z+) +O
(
1
R
)
. (46)
The integral for the component of the path near the origin, which I will
call D, is similar to that for BR:
1
2pii
∮
D
P ′M(z)F (z)
PM(z)
dz =
∫ z−
0
P ′M(z)
PM(z)
dz = log (−PM (z−)) (47)
Plugging Equations (46) and (47) into Equation (38) and taking the limit
R→∞ gives
|AM | = (bt)
M+1
√−PM (z+)PM(z−)√
f(1)f(−1) =
(bt)M+1PM(z+)
zM+1+
√
f(1)f(−1) , (48)
where the last equality is a result of z+ = 1/z− and the fact that
PM(z) = −z2M+2PM(1/z).
Using f(z+) = 0 to obtain an expression for a
2 in terms of the other variables
allows us to obtain f(1)f(−1) = b2t2(z2+ − 1)2/z2+, and therefore
|AM | = (bt)
MPM(z+)
zM+ (z
2
+ − 1)
. (49)
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This should be compared with the calculation of the same determinant
by McCoy and Wu. They note [MW73, pp. 121, 349] that the expansion
of |AM | in complimentary minors results in a simple recursion relationship,
whose solution can ultimately be expressed as
|AM | =
[
1 0
] [−a2 + b2 at
−at t2
]M [
1
0
]
. (50)
The characteristic polynomial of the 2× 2 matrix in this expression is
(−a2 + b2 − λ)(t2 − λ) + a2t2 = λ2 − (−a2 + b2 + t2)λ+ b2t2
= −btλf
(
λ
bt
)
,
(51)
so its eigenvalues are
λ± = btz±. (52)
The corresponding normalized right eigenvectors are[
v±
w±
]
=
1√
(t2 − λ±)2 − a2t2
[
t2 − λ±
iat
]
(53)
so, noting that the matrix involved is Hermitian, Equation (50) gives
|AM | = v2+λM+ +v2−λM− =
(t2 − btz+)2
(t2 − btz+)2 − a2t2 b
M tMzM+ +
(t2 − btz−)2
(t2 − btz−)2 − a2t2 b
M tMzM− .
(54)
Noting that z− = 1/z+, we can rewrite this as
|AM | = bM tMz−M−2+
[
(t2 − btz+)2z2M+2+
a2t2 + (t2 − btz+)2 +
(t2z+ − bt)2
a2t2z2+ + (t
2z+ − bt)2
]
. (55)
Eliminating a2 as before and writing the above expression over a common
denominator indeed reproduces Equation (49). Subsitituting this into Equa-
tions (33) and (4) then gives
Z2 = 22MN−2(cosh βJ)4MN−2N
×
∏
k= pi
N
, 3pi
N
,...
∣∣1 + teik∣∣2M [b(k)tz+(k)]M
×
[
z+(k)
z+(k)2 − 1
] [
1 +
b(k)z+(k)− t
tz+(k)− b(k)z+(k)
−2M−1
]
.
(56)
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4 Universal finite size corrections
We now turn to the expansion of the pressure logZ given in Equation (2). To
do so we successively examine the factors in the product on the right-hand
side of Equation (56).
As for the first two factors, noting that log b(k) is analytic, the Euler-
Maclaurin formula gives
log
∏
k= pi
N
, 3pi
N
,...
∣∣1 + teik∣∣2 [b(k)tz+(k)]
=
N
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dk
{
2 log
∣∣1 + teik∣∣+ log[b(k)tz+(k)]}
− pi
N
1
12
(
z′+(0
+)− z′+(2pi−)
z+(0)
)
+O
(
1
N2
)
(57)
Using the explicit expressions for z+, a, and b, and setting t to the critical
value of
√
2− 1, we find (after some tedious algebra) that
z+(k) =
√
cos2(k)− 4 cos(k) + 3− cos(k) + 2, (58)
from which it is easy to see that z+(0) = 1 and z
′
+(0
+) = −z′+(2pi−) = 1, so
that the Equation (57) simplifies to
log
∏
k= pi
N
, 3pi
N
,...
∣∣1 + teik∣∣2 [b(k)tz+(k)]
=
N
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dk
{
2 log
∣∣1 + teik∣∣+ log[b(k)tz+(k)]}− pi
6
1
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
.
(59)
The next factor is independent of M , and hence of no immediate interest
(it gives a contribution to the surface energy of the system, however, as noted
by McCoy and Wu [MW73, pp. 122-3]).
To evaluate the last factor, first note that since | log(x)− log(y)| ≤ |x−y|
for x, y > 1,∣∣∣∣log
(
1 +
b(k)z+(k)− t
tz+(k)− b(k)z+(k)
−2M−1
)
− log (1 + z+(k)−2M)
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣1− b(k)z+(k)− ttz+(k)− b(k)z+(k)−1
∣∣∣∣ z+(k)2M
(60)
which (since z+(k) < 1 for 0 < k < 2pi) vanishes faster than any power of
M . As a result we can replace the last factor with the product over k of
14
1 + z+(k)
−2M , and noting that Equation (58) also gives z′′+(0) = 1 we can
expand z+ and rearrange the terms in order to approximate this product by
∏
k= pi
N
, 3pi
N
,...
[
1 + z+(k)
−2M
]
=

 ∏
k= pi
N
, 3pi
N
,...
[
1 + e−2Mk
]
2
+O
(
M
N2
)
. (61)
As noted in [FF69], the product on the right hand side can be expressed in
terms of Jacobi theta functions as
∞∏
r=0
[
1 + exp
(−2M(2r − 1)pi
N
)]2
=
θ3(e
−2piM
N )
θ0(e
−2piM
N )
. (62)
where θj(q) is an abbreviation for θj(0, q), and
θ0(q) = q
−1/12
[
1
2
θ2(q)θ3(q)θ4(q)
]1/3
. (63)
Subsitituting this and Equation (57) into Equation (56), taking the logarithm
and isolating the term of relevant order gives
κ(ζ) =
1
6
log
(
θ23
(
e−2piζ
)
2θ2 (e−2piζ) θ4 (e−2piζ)
)
. (64)
where ζ = M/N .
To compare this result with the predictions of conformal field theory, we
need to examine the leading-order behavior of κ as ζ → ∞ (i.e. M >> N)
and ζ → 0 (i.e. N >> M). For the former limit, where q := e−2piζ → 0, we
use the series representations of the theta functions to write
θ2(q) = q
1/4 +O(q9/4) (65)
θ3(q) = 1 +O(q) (66)
θ4(q) = 1 +O(q), (67)
so that
κ(ζ)→ 1
6
log q−1/4 =
pi
12
ζ. (68)
For the limit ζ → 0, we use Jacobi’s imaginary transformation, which in
this case takes the form
θ2(e
−pix) = x−1/2θ4(e
−pi/x) (69)
θ3(e
−pix) = x−1/2θ3(e
−pi/x) (70)
θ4(e
−pix) = x−1/2θ2(e
−pi/x), (71)
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to rewrite Equation (64) as
κ(ζ) =
1
6
log
(
θ23
(
e−pi/2ζ
)
2θ2 (e−pi/2ζ) θ4 (e−pi/2ζ)
)
=
pi
48
ζ−1 +O(ζ−2), (72)
giving the desired term.
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